ALL SOCCER FOOTBALL ACADEMY
“ALL SOCCER” football academy was established in Milan, Italy, in 2010. All his
founding members are former coaches of the youth department of the Italian
football club AC MILAN.
Since 2010 the academy has been continuously developing and over the years it
became the largest private football academy in Italy.
ALL SOCCER is an academy, not a club. It doesn’t have own teams participating in
the Italian youth championships. ALL SOCCER works on behalf of football clubs,
focusing on the specialization and development of young football players, male and
female as well, targeting an age range of 5 to 19 years.
ALL SOCCERS main and almost institutional partner is of course AC MILAN, on behalf
of which ALL SOCCER is running four main academies in the area of the city of Milan
(Brugherio, Cernusco, Cologno and Rescaldina) with more than 300 affiliated
players. Moreover, ALL SOCCER has been carrying out since his creation the wellknown MILAN JUNIOR CAMPS, not only in Italy but all over the world (for instance,
Sao Paolo, Rio de Janeiro, Vienna, New York, Detroit, Formentera, Trier, Nord Sudan,
Limassol, Larnaka, Liège, Bruxelles and Luxembourg !).
All in all (it means, considering the academies and the Milan Junior Camps), there
are almost more than 1000 young footballers who every year attend the courses of
ALL SOCCER.
Between the various other partners of ALL SOCCER we should mention A.I.C.,
Associazione Italiana Calciatori (official association of Italian football players), UC
SAMPDORIA (Italian premier league club), the University of Venice “Ca’ Foscari”,
and the Belgian club “UR La Louvière Centre”.
All the coaches working for ALL SOCCER have a UEFA degree (Pro, A or B). The staff
of the academy includes instructors of physical education graduated in sport
sciences and kinesiology, physical trainers/fitness coaches and physiotherapists.
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In order to strengthen its presence in Luxembourg, ALL SOCCER entered into a
partnership agreement with RFCU RACING Luxembourg and is now official partner
of this club, which belongs among the most important and significant football clubs
in the Grand Duchy and has a football academy of excellence. All the initiatives and
projects of ALL SOCCER will be carried out in the premises of RFCU RACING.
In the same line, ALL SOCCER established a branch in Luxembourg, which will be run
with its staff and under its supervision. This new Luxembourgish academy, ALL
SOCCER EUROPA, can offer a full training program for young footballers, ranging
from 5 years to 19 years, carefully taking care of all the aspects of this sport, from
pure technical skills to physical training and, last but not least, ethics and sporting
principles.
Particularly as regards the younger age groups, the training will focus on developing
motor coordination skills, improving attention and concentration, speed and
reaction speed as well as the sense of balance of the kids, which will benefit every
kind of sport and for all their life.
Among the projects launched this year we should mention :
a) the MILAN JUNIOR CAMP 2020
This summer camp, which lasts one week, will take place in the week from July 6 to
July 10 with a repetition in the week from July 20 to July 24. It is open to any young
player, in an age range from 6 to 16 years, who would like to improve its football
skills.
b) the participation in the GOTHIA CUP 2020
it means, the largest tournament in the world, which is unanimously considered as
the Word Cup of youth football.
ALL SOCCER’s offers can also include a wide range of additional services, like training
programs for coaches, training programs for goal keepers as well as services tailored
to the specific needs of specific players.
Teaching languages are English, German, French, Italian, Luxemburgish and Spanish.
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